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CATALINA BRAND GUIDE | OUR BOILERPLATE STATEMENT

Catalina is a market leader in shopper intelligence and highly targeted in-store, TV and digital
media that personalizes the shopper journey. Powered by the world’s richest real-time shopper
database, Catalina helps CPG brands, retailers and agencies optimize every stage of media
planning, execution and measurement to deliver $6.1 billion in consumer value annually.
Catalina has no higher priority than ensuring the privacy and security of the data entrusted to the
company and maintaining consumer trust.
Catalina has operations in the United States, Costa Rica, Europe and Japan. To learn more
please visit www.catalina.com.

CATALINA BRAND GUIDE | OUR MISSION AND VISION

Our Mission Statement
Converting Shoppers Into Buyers and Buyers Into Fans

Our Vision
Transforming data into insights and insights into action, through a seamless consumer
experience that drives results.

CATALINA BRAND GUIDE | OUR COLORS

CATALINA BRAND GUIDE | PRINT FONTS

Primary Brand Font: Gotham
Gotham is Catalina’s primary font and should be used to official Catalina brand materials. The
primary weights to use within the Gotham font family are BOOK, BOLD and BLACK.

CATALINA BRAND GUIDE | DIGITAL FONTS

Default Digital Font (for PPT): Arial
Since Gotham may not be available on every machine, program or platform, a default font is necessary.
When creating PPT presentations use the font Arial — in the same ways as outlined for Gotham. This will ensure brand consistency
and avoid font conflicts when sharing presentations with clients.

Arial Regular

Arial Bold

Use Arial Regular for body copy.

Use Arial Bold for headlines, subheads and
type within copy that needs to be emphasized.

Arial Black

ARIAL BOLD or BLACK IN ALL CAPS

Gotham Black can be used in cases where a

Arial Bold/Black can be used in ALL CAPS to emphasize

short phrase, number stat or % is being called out

or differentiate type where space is limited or a point

as a key take-away.

needs to stand out when content is dense.

CATALINA BRAND GUIDE | LOGO USAGE
The logo WITHOUT tagline can be used in
the following ways:
The Catalina Logo is the cornerstone of our brand and should not be altered in any way. Our official tagline is
"PRECISION THAT POWERS PERFORMANCE". The tagline may not be altered in any way or separated from the
logo and reconfigured. The logo WITH tagline can be used in the following ways:

In original BLUE/GREY on white or light background that
does not interfere with legibility

In darker BLUE when a bolder color is

In darker BLUE PMS 533

In medium BLUE PMS 2955C

> 1.5"
Logo must be 1.5"
or larger for use
with tagline.
Reversed to WHITE

Reversed out to WHITE when placed on darker background

X

The logo may NEVER
be used in any of the
other corporate colors

CATALINA BRAND GUIDE | LOGO USAGE WITH PARTNER LOGOS

Catalina has many partner relationships and instances when the logos of both companies are show together.
In these situations an effort is made for both logos to appear seperate but with equal visual significance.
Below are some examples.

Please contact us directly with any questions.
Visual & Brand Guidelines
Events

cynthia.jennings@catalina.com
chelsea.rowe@catalina.com

Corporate Communications/PR

moira.hinson@catalina.com

Social Media

shelby.cook@catalina.com
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